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ABSTRACT
Digital video has become a popular storage and exchange medium due to the rapid development in
recording technology, improved video compression techniques and high-speed networks in the last few
years. As a result, there has been a huge increase in the amount of multimedia data on the Web. Therefore,
for a user it is nearly impossible to find desired videos without a search function within a video archive. Even
when the user has found related video data, it is still difficult. Most of the time, the user was unable to judge
them whether the video is useful or not. At the same time, it is also an opportunity to obtain the information
about major events, after glancing at the search results through web video mining. To address this need, web
video event mining approaches have been developed. In this paper, a novel framework is proposed that
integrates thevisual temporal information and textual distribution informationfor web video event mining.
Keyword- Co occurrence, multiple correspondence analysis (MCA), near-duplicate key frames (NDK), visual
feature trajectory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Search engines and video sharing websites such
as YouTube, Google, make it convenient for the
users to access relevant web video. The data show
that over 100 h of videos are uploaded to YouTube
[1] every minute, and six billion hours of videos are
watched each month. These facts demonstrate a
new challenge for the users to grasp the major
events available from searching video databases. At
the same time, it is also an opportunity to help
them obtain the information about major events,
after glancing at the search results through web
video mining. The users have to browse many web
videos in the returned list and even watch most of
the videos. This is not only time consuming, but
also difficult if thousands of web videos are
returned by a search engine. The TDT detects the
topics and tracks known events in text. TDT is
mainly is focused on text data [5][12].
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There are some of the efficient approaches to
automatically group relevant web videos into
events, and then mine the relationships between
events. Visual information suffers from semantic
gap [7]and user subjectivity problems so that to
find NDK is difficult [10]. The textual information
can be noisy, spelling mistakes, and sometimes
missing character in the text. Therefore, the
problems can make the unsatisfactory results in
web video event mining. Such challenges motivate
us to utilize textual features for web video event
mining[4]. To address this need, web video event
mining approaches have been developed. a novel
framework can be proposed for integrating the
visual
temporal
information
and
textual
distribution information for web video event
mining.
After feature selection and tag relevance learning
by neighbor voting, MCA is used to extract the text
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from each NDK in event similarity [3] with the
assistance of textual information. Next, both
cooccurrence
information
and
visual
near-duplicate feature trajectory induced from
NDKs are used to detect the similarity between
NDKs and events. Finally, in order to integrate
visual and textual information for event mining.
II.EXISTING SYSTEM
Several content-based video search engines had
been proposed recently. The system retrieved more
than 37.000 lecture videos from different resources
such as YouTube, Berkeley Webcast etc. The
search indices were created based on the global
metadata obtained from the video hosting website
and texts extracted from slide videos by using a
standard OCR engine. Since they do not apply text
detection and text segmentation process, the OCR
recognition accuracy of their approach is therefore
lower than the systems.
Furthermore, by applying the text detection
process they are able to extract the structured text
line such as title, subtitle, key-point etc. that
enables a more flexible search function. An entity
recognition algorithm and an open knowledge base
are used to extract entities from the textual
metadata. As mentioned before, searching through
the recognition results with a degree of confidence,
they had to deal with the solidity and the
consistency problem.
DEMERITS
 The data show that over 100 h of videos are
uploaded to YouTube every minute, and six
billion hours of videos are watched each month.
 The users had to browse many web videos in
the returned list and even watch most of the
videos. This is not only time consuming, but
also difficult if thousands of web videos are
returned by a search engine.
 A large number of web videos are returned from
video search engines mostly according to the
text relevance, there exist many noisy items in
the search results, which diminishes the
mining performance.
 These facts demonstrate the users cannot
grasp the major events available from
searching video databases.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

2. Cooccurrence Detection and Feature Trajectory
3. Text Feature Selection
4. Event Mining
The textual information’s are noisy so that
preprocessing method is used to filter the noise
from text. After getting the correlation between
terms and events through visual neighbor
information, MCA is used to calculate the similarity
between each NDK and event through textual
distribution information in NDKs.
For the visual information, the video are
composed of several keyframes. First to convert the
videos into keyframes, after the Keyframe
conversion to find the NDK keyframes within video
information and then visual near-duplicate feature
trajectory [2] are applied to improve the robustness
and accuracy of the visual features in the
keyframes. Finally, the content-based visual
temporal information and textual distribution
information are integrated through the proposed
model.
Event mining is achieved within each topic[5].
The input of the framework is the web videos and
user query. As a result, the similarity between each
NDK and each event is calculated, and every NDK
is assigned to the event with the largest similarity.
The output is the classified events.
IV.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure: 1System Architecture

V.SYSTEM DESIGN
A.
B.
C.
D.

Keyframe Conversion and Terms Preprocessing
Cooccurrence Detection and Feature Trajectory
Text Feature Selection
Event Mining

The proposed framework for web video event
mining consists of four stages:
1. Keyframe Conversion and Terms Preprocessing
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A.iKEYFRAME
CONVERSION
AND
TERMS
PREPROCESSING
In this module, Videos files are retrieved from
video repository and then convert the videos into
key frames. First find the video length, frame rate it
is useful for converting the videos into key frames.
After shot boundary detection, the middle frame is
extracted in the video as the key frame for the shot.
Each video can be represented by a sequence of key
frames. NDK is a group of key frames that are
visually similar, but different because of the
variation during the acquisition time, lens setting,
lighting condition, and editing operation.
The input of the framework is text query. The text
query may be lengthy so the important word can be
identified in the text query.The Word Stemmer is
used to identify the stop words in the given text
query. Then, the identified stop words are
eliminated. Finally the stem words can be obtained
based on the word the featured can be matched in
the video keyframes.

from the video shot. That Keyframe is said to be
cooccurrence (Near Duplicate Keyframe). The text
can be identified in the cooccurrence keyframes.
After that feature trajectory [6] method is applied to
improve the robustness of the visual features.

Figure: 4 Cooccurrence Detection

C.TEXT FEATURE SELECTION
In this module, the stem words are obtained and
then text can be identified by using lee sign feature
algorithm. The text, numbers can be pre-trained
and stored in the repository. Based on this features
to measure the similarity between the text.The
video are retrieved from search results according to
the text and tag relevance [11], to locate the bursty
period due to video upload time [8].

D.EVENT MINING
In this module, the text can be extracted from the
Keyframe. Then user text query can be matched
with extracted Keyframe text. If the text can be
matched means it retrieve the videos from the video
repository by using proposed model. Finally to
obtain the video files based on the user text.

Figure: 3Terms Preprocessing
B.COOCCURRENCE DETECTION AND FEATURE
TRAJECTORY
In this module, after the Keyframe conversion
and then calculate the similarity between the
neighborhood keyframes in the video event.Finally
obtain the similarity and then find the mean value
between the sequences of keyframes/images. The
result of this module is to extract clear keyframes
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The characteristics of web videos such as
unavoidable video editing error, NDK detection and
noisy textual information, so the above
characteristics are reducing the web video mining
performances, it is a challenging task. In this paper
a novel framework can be proposed for integrating
the visual temporal information and textual
distribution information and also solve the noisy,
unavoidable video editing and NDK detection
problems. The result of this framework is to
retrieve the reletated web video based on user text
from the more number of available video without
searching every video within the video archive. The
future work, is improved the text feature learning
mechanism, such as sparse representation and
Fourier transform algorithm is used to extract the
text from blurred images due to fast motion video
and retrieval.
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